DisinFectants
& Sanitizers

HaRD SURFaCeS
§ #160 cdiFF™ disinFectant tablets
KILLS C. DIFF IN 4 MINUTES
- A broad-spectrum disinfectant, sanitizer, and virucide
- Non-bleach, mild-pH formula
- Tablets fit into a standard quart bottle
- 2 tablets per quart, 8 tablets per gallon
- NSF Certified: D2

§ #1568 SPeC2 DISINFeCTaNT WIPeS

DISINFECTS IN 2 MINUTES, QUAT FORMULA
- Fast-drying, leaves no dull or sticky residue
- Quat-based formula is bleach, phenol, and alcohol-free
- Lemon fragrance
- Deodorizes

§ #166 conquer tbd

BROAD-SPECTRUM DISINFECTANT CLEANER, READY-TO-USE,
DUAL-QUAT
- Tuberculocidal cleaner, disinfectant, mildewstat, fungicide,
deodorizer, and virucide
- Dual-quat-based formula
- Ready-to-use

§ #169 SurFace sanitizing spray

NO-RINSE 1-MINUTE SANITIZER FOR FOOD CONTACT
SURFACES, READY-TO-USE, DUAL-QUAT
- Kills 99.999% of harmful bacteria on food surfaces in only 60 seconds
- No rinse required
- Dual-quat-based, RTU formula
- NSF Certified: D2

§ #173 lemocide

DISINFECTANT CLEANER, 1:64 CONCENTRATE, DUAL-QUAT
- Dual-quat-based formula
- Pleasant lemon fragrance
- 1:64 concentrate

§ #175 vanquisH

DISINFECTANT CLEANER, SANITIZER, VIRUCIDE,
1:64 CONCENTRATE, MULTI-QUAT
- A broad-spectrum disinfectant, sanitizer, virucide and mildewstat
- Formulated for veterinary practice/animal care and animal
laboratory disinfection
- Sanitizes food contact surfaces
- Multi-quat-based formula
- 1:64 concentrate
- NSF Certified: D2

§ #179 total green neutra-kleen

§ #1616 Full Spectrum
DisinFectant Wipes

DISINFECTS IN 10 MINUTES, KLLS TB, QUAT FORMULA
- Hospital grade disinfecting and cleaning wipe
- Bleach-free and alcohol-free
- Fast, effective antibacterial formula
- Available only as private label in the U.S.
Available as Total Solutions® and private label in Canada

§ #8421 hospital surFace disinFectant
KILLS BACTERIA AND VIRUSES, CONTROLS MOLD AND
MILDEW; PHENOLIC FORMULA
- Broad-spectrum disinfectant kills bacteria and viruses
- Controls mold and mildew
- Kills most germs
- Eliminates odors

§ #8422 Foaming lemon scented
cleaner/disinFectant

CLEANER, DEODORIZER, FUNGICIDE, MILDEWSTAT,
DISINFECTANT, AND VIRUCIDE; DUAL-QUAT
- Pleasant lemon fragrance
- Foaming formula
- No scrubbing necessary

HaNDS
ƒ #268 hygien hand soap

ANTISEPTIC FORMULA
- A mild, fresh scented hand cleaner
- With the proven germ fighter BZK (benzalkonium chloride)
- Contains an emollient to help moisturize skin

NEUTRAL DISINFECTANT CLEANER, 1:64 CONCENTRATE,
DUAL-QUAT
- Virucidal, fungicidal, antimicrobial, bactericidal and germicidal
- Neutral pH allows for use on multiple materials and surfaces
that otherwise would be damaged by disinfectants with higher
alkaline or acidic content
- Dual-quat-based formula
- 1:64 concentrate

ƒ #282 alcohol-Free hand

§ #1566 surFace Sanitizing Wipes

ALCOHOL-BASED, KILLS 99.9% OF GERMS IN SECONDS
- Eliminates 99.9% of germs and bacteria from the skin in seconds
- Sanitizes and moisturizes in one step
- Waterless formula eliminates the need to rinse or use towels

SANITIZES FOOD CONTACT SURFACES IN 60 SECONDS,
NO RINSE NEEDED
- Kills 99.999% of harmful bacteria on food surfaces in only 60 seconds
- No rinse required
- Kills 99.9% of harmful bacteria on non-food surfaces in only 30 seconds
- Easy convenient dispensing
- NSF Certified: D2

§ #1567 SPeC4 DISINFeCTaNT WIPeS

DISINFECTS IN 4 MINUTES, SANITIZES IN 15 SECONDS,
QUAT FORMULA
- Deodorizes
- Fast-drying formula leaves no dull or sticky residue
- Quat-based formula is bleach-free and alcohol-free
- Lemon fragrance

sanitizing Foam

KILLS 99.99% OF BACTERIA IN SECONDS, NON-TACKY FORMULA
- Non-rinse, alcohol-free, BZK formula effectively kills bacteria 		
and prevents cross-contamination
- Moisturizing agents are added to leave hands soft and smooth
- For use in bulk #9142 FOAMING SOAP DISPENSER

ƒ #285 hygien sanitizing gel

ƒ #1445 alcohol-Free hand

sanitizing wipes

CLEANS, SANITIZES, MOISTURIZES, NON-FLAMMABLE
- Kills 99.99% of the harmful germs and bacteria on your hands
- Special formula cleans and sanitizes, moisturizes
- Alcohol-free, BZK formula is non-flammable and won’t dry hands
- Convenient and easy to us

ƒ #1448 hand sanitizing wipes

ALCOHOL-BASED FORMULA CLEANS, SANITIZES, MOISTURIZES
- Kills 99.9% of the harmful germs and bacteria on your hands
- Special formula cleans and sanitizes, moisturizes
- Convenient and easy to use

§ = Private Label Requires EPA Registration

ƒ = Private Label Requires FDA Registration
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